


Abstract—The purpose of this study was to develop and
validate a new theoretically-based scale to measure students’
learning of systems thinking in relation to the affective domain in
the context of systems engineering education. Two variant
questionnaires are reported here, one using only questions
constructed using positive grammar and the other using a mix of
positive and negative constructs, each applied to a different
sample. The first group of 186 participants completed the positive
version of the questionnaire, and, the second group of 163
completed the mixed version. Construct validity was examined
through exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA). EFA was conducted to find the factors
underlying each questionnaire. CFA was conducted to confirm
the better questionnaire version and to confirm the factors which
underlie both versions. The results indicate that a three factor, 16
item, scale with a mix of positive and negative wording is the
better instrument with which to measure students’ engagement
with systems thinking. The results also indicate that the three
factor, 16 item construct is a better representative of both
versions of the questionnaire, whether the questionnaire has only
positive questions or a mix of positive and negative questions.

Index Terms—systems thinking, education, systems
engineering, systems engineering education, systems engineering
and theory, affective domain

I. INTRODUCTION

OR centuries engineering was influenced by both art and
science with great engineering achievements being

attained by artists, philosophers and inventors rather than by
technocrats or engineers [1-3]. However, in the past 200 years,
science, with its reductionist approach, has significantly
challenged the roles of design and creativity in engineering
[1]. This science-based approach to engineering has matured
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largely due to its success in isolating objects from their
environment, learning their behaviour under controlled
conditions, designing means to maintain these conditions and
providing predictable, controllable and safe products [4].
Although this approach has served society well for a while, the
current complexity of systems presents significant challenges
in their development [4] and has been doing so, to various
extents, for several decades leading to the development of
systems engineering. Thus, following the historical pattern that
great engineering occurs at times when art and science merge,
the new era of engineering must bridge the art–science gap in
order to successfully address the difficult and complex
problems facing today's engineers [1].

Systems engineering is a link that has evolved between
science and art in engineering. Systems engineering focuses on
both science-based approaches, and specific needs and specific
designs, the primary characteristics of art [3], to develop
engineered systems. It is an approach which has been
developed to address the problems of providing coherent
whole systems to address complex needs in situations with
complex constraints, particularly spanning technological areas
with no directly applicable scientific theory [5]. It involves
both creative and methodical activities to define requirements,
create effective solutions and manage complexity by
embracing the system concept and an interdisciplinary
approach through scrutinizing the lifecycle of the product [6, 7].

The increasing need to implement systems engineering
principles and practices [8, 9] corresponds with a growth in
demand for systems engineers which, in turn, has led to work
to improve systems engineering education and training [10-
14]. There is an associated interest in understanding systems
thinking, as a foundation for systems engineering, including its
development and measurement [1, 15]. However, there is a
research gap concerning learning and measuring systems
thinking in systems engineering education. Although some
studies have investigated systems thinking education in other
disciplines, most of those studies focused on the cognitive
domain rather than the affective domain which deals with
students’ development towards characterization by the
knowledge and skills learned. There is a limited study and
suitable measurement tool available for assessing students’
affective engagement with systems thinking in systems
engineering education.
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This paper describes the development of an instrument that
measures students’ engagement with and characterization by
systems thinking. It reports and discusses the reliability and
validity of two versions of the questionnaire, applied to
distinct samples of the relevant population, justifies one
version of the instrument as better for further use, and
discusses the best representative construct for both versions of
the questionnaire for further analysis.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Systems Thinking in Systems Engineering and Systems
Engineering Education

Systems thinking refers to conceptual understanding or
mental constructs of the system of interest that enable
perception of it as an holistic entity situated in a specific
environment [16]. Systems thinking involves perception and
conceptualization processes that apply systems thinking rules
which include: questioning the system boundary, system
structure and interrelationships; adopting multiple
perspectives; considering change over time (dynamic
characteristics); and applying holistic and big picture thinking
[17-22]; which can be enhanced by using various systems
thinking methods or tools. This view of systems thinking has
more in common with the work of Ackoff, Checkland and
Churchman [23-25] rather than the systems science movement
view that systems are real-world phenomena and our
knowledge reflects this reality [26, 27].

As systems engineers do the work of perceiving and
conceptualizing their system of interest they must apply
systems thinking rules recursively until they obtain an
internally consistent construct, which becomes the conclusion
of their investigation [16, 28, 29]. The rules were grounded in
their everyday thinking, but can be enhanced through regular
and conscious use of the concepts. It can be further enhanced
by use of a variety of systems thinking methodologies or
approaches [30], including functionalist methodologies such as
systems dynamics [31], interpretative methodologies such as
soft systems methodology [25], or emancipatory
methodologies such as critical system heuristics [32]. It also
can be further enhanced by use of a variety of visualization
tools such as concept maps, mind maps and systemigrams to
model the system [33]. Alternatively, systems engineers can
also design a new method or approach which is the most
suitable to a particular system using a combination of the
available methods, selected through. Thus, the best decision
can be made and the best solutions can be chosen using
systems engineering processes.

B. Student’s Affective Engagement with Systems Thinking in
Systems Engineering Education

A systems engineer needs a combination of willingness and
ability to use systems thinking as a mental construct when
engaging with a system at every stage of systems engineering,
performing systems engineering work using the broad range of
systems thinking theories and methods and judging which is
appropriate to use, and when [34]. Therefore systems

engineering educators must establish both the theoretical and
methodological aspects of systems thinking in systems
engineering students. The theory and methods of systems
thinking can be taught with methods focused on the cognitive
domain. These are educational methods familiar to most
members of the systems engineering community, along with
improvements. Since systems thinking involves perception of
the world, it is affected by the beliefs, values and assumptions
that people hold. It follows that the systems engineer will
emotionally engage with the cognitive content in a manner
influenced by their beliefs and interests, which is the reason
that the affective domain becomes important [35-38].

It is desirable for graduates to have both a strong ability to
do systems thinking to support their systems engineering
practice and to have a strong appreciation of the value of
systems thinking so that their systems engineering practice is
characterized by the thoughtful application of systems
thinking. Thus, one goal of systems engineering education
must be the development of the student’s affective engagement
with the systems thinking subject matter so that the graduate
demonstrates a fluent use of systems thinking concepts,
structured theories and methods in their practice. The fluency
and appropriate use of the systems thinking knowledge
depends on commitment to the systems thinking knowledge as
a valuable approach for performing work.

In the affective development it is expected that the student
will naturally, routinely and intuitively use systems thinking
concepts to their engineering work even when driven by a
rushed perception of the problem often resulting from under
near term cost and schedule pressures.

C. Systems Thinking Measurement Tools for Systems
Engineering Education

Two main ways to collect data about individuals in
educational research are by administering: 1) performance
tests; and 2) personality measures [39, 40]. A performance test
is a structured performance assessment that can be analysed to
yield numerical scores. From these numerical scores,
researchers can make inferences about individuals’
performance based on the constructs of performance measured
by the test [39]. Performance assessment is one example of a
performance test. This measure evaluates students’
performance by directly examining their performance on
particular tasks which are designed to represent complete,
complex or real-life tasks [39].

A personality measure also can yield numerical scores. In
contrast to a performance test, from these numerical scores
researchers can make inferences about personal characteristics,
thus, differences can be inferred on individual aspects such as
values, attitude, interest or personality traits [39]. These
measures ask individuals to respond to items asking about
their feelings, emotions or experiences [39, 40]. A common
form of a personality measure is an attitude scale that can
examine an individual’s viewpoint or disposition toward a
particular object (such as a person, a thing or an idea).

Attitudes can be measured using several procedures such as
a Likert scale, a Thurstone scale or a semantic differential
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scale. A Likert scale, the summated rating scale, asks
individuals to rate their responses (e.g. strongly disagree,
disagree, neutral, agree or strongly agree) to various
statements about an object or a concept. The assumption is that
each statement has the same importance or equal attitudinal
value [41]. The Thurstone scale, the equal-appearing scale,
requires individuals to express agreement or disagreement
with a series of statements about the attitude, object or
concept. In contrast with the Likert scale, the Thurstone scale
assigns a weighting or attitudinal value based on expert
judgments [41]. In the semantic differential scale technique,
individuals rate an attitude, object or concept on a series of bi-
polar contrasting adjectives (antonyms) such as fair–unfair,
valuable–worthless and good–bad. These adjectives anchor the
endpoints. An attitude scale in the form of a self-report
measure format is considered to be the most suitable format
for measuring students’ affective engagement in education
[42-44].

Measurement in the affective domain is less prevalent than
measurement in the cognitive domain in the literature of
educational research [42]. One of the early published
instruments, with accompanying evidence of validity and
reliability, is called the Affective Learning Scale. This self-
report instrument measures students’ affective learning related
to their feelings about the course instructor rather than course
content [42]. There are over 200 instruments designed to
measure any of a variety of attitudes towards science
education, but most have been used only once and only a few
show satisfactory statistical reliability or validity [44]. In
engineering education, Lammi [43] created a self-report
questionnaire to measure students’ perceptions of course
delivery and pedagogy in electrical engineering laboratories.
However, this instrument also focused on students’
perceptions toward the teaching and learning process rather
than course content. This body of prior work has addressed a
different phenomenon than is the subject of our work.

Since the present researchers’ interest in the affective
domain concerns the engagement and internalization by the
course subject matter we decided to develop a self-report
instrument to measure student affect to systems thinking as the
subject matter. Three options exist for obtaining an instrument
to use: develop one, locate and modify one or locate and use
one in its entirety [45]. For this study to assess the affective
dimension, an interest inventory, Frank’s self-report measure
to assess Capacity for Engineering Systems Thinking (CEST)
[46] was modified.

III. METHOD

We report two studies related to the development of a
questionnaire intended to measure undergraduate engineering
students’ engagement for and characterization by systems
thinking. The questions in both versions of the survey are
presented in Table I. The reliability and validity of two
versions of questionnaire were tested with two groups each
representative of the target population. This was followed by a
confirmatory study to choose the most suitable questionnaire

for the purpose and to find the more representative construct of
both versions of the questionnaire.

The target population of these studies are students enrolled
in a systems engineering course in an undergraduate systems
engineering program, either ‘systems-centric’ or ‘domain
centric’. The students were recruited from several universities
and were studying in Australia, Singapore, Indonesia and
USA. This project was conducted according to the approved
ethics protocol, 0000031508, University of South Australia.

A. Administration Procedure

A paper-based questionnaire was distributed to the
participants in Singapore and Australia. Participants in
Indonesia and the US were asked to participate in an online
version implemented in Survey Monkey. As part of the ethics
protocol all participants were provided with an information
sheet about the project and assured of confidentiality in their
invitation to participate.

Responses from the paper-based questionnaire were
recorded using Microsoft Excel for Windows 2007. The
spreadsheet of results and the Survey Monkey data was all
exported to SPSS. SPSS for Windows version Statistics 21 and
AMOS 21 were used.

B. Reliability and Validity

Reliability of an instrument concerns consistency and
reproducibility when the same subject is tested under identical
conditions. Reliability has two main forms: internal
consistency and repeated measurement. The reliability of the
scale was calculated using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. To
create the instrument with high reliability the items comprising
the instrument must be clear and unambiguous. Ambiguity of
wording can affect reliability because a respondent may
interpret the items differently at different times [41].

Another essential characteristic of an instrument is validity,
the extent to which the instrument measures what it is intended
to measure. Content and face validity were judged based on
the logical link between the items and the objectives of the
instrument [41]. Content validity is supported, but not
guaranteed, through a review of the relevant literature [47].
Face validity, the appearance that the instrument is valid is
supported but not guaranteed by asking respondents or experts
whether the instrument looks valid [47]. Since that judgment is
based on subjective logic, different people may have different
opinions; resulting in no definitive conclusion [41]. A more
rigorous form of validity is needed, construct validity.

Construct validity, related to theoretical knowledge of the
construct to be tested, is a more sophisticated technique for
establishing the validity of an instrument [41]. Construct
validity was examined through Exploratory Factor Analysis
(EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). EFA was
used to gather information about the interrelationship among
items of each version of questionnaire. It involved Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) as a factor extraction method,
Kaiser’s criterion and Catel’s scree plot to decide the number
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of factors to retain and orthogonal (Varimax) rotation to
simplify and clarify the data structure [48]. This analysis was
conducted using SPSS 21 Factor Reduction. Whereas, CFA
employed Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) which was
conducted with AMOS 21. CFA was aimed to confirm the
better version of questionnaire and to confirm the better
construct underlying both questionnaires. A higher-order
factor analysis, was also done to explain the correlation among
the first-order factors in terms of a single higher-order factor.

Construct validity can be differentiated into convergent
validity and discriminant validity. Convergent validity is the
evidence that two items of the same construct are correlated.
In contrast, discriminant validity is the evidence that two items
of different constructs are uncorrelated. These validity forms
were indicated by loading factors of items or correlation of
each item to its factor during EFA and by examining

Composite Reliability (CR), Average Variance Extracted
(AVE), Maximum Shared Variance (MSV), and Average
Shared Variance (ASV) in CFA [49].

C. Missing Data Analysis

Prior to analysis, missing data was identified, patterns were
found and a missing data remedy was applied. The degree of
randomness in the missing data was found first, before a
remedy was applied [50]. If the missing data is classified as
missing completely at random (MCAR), it supports the
conclusion that no systematic missing data process existed
[50]. Several remedies, including replacement of missing data,
for the MCAR case can be employed since no potential biases
exist in the pattern of missing data [50]. The SPSS Missing
Values Analysis (MVA) was used to check the MCAR
assumption [51].
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TABLE I
QUESTIONS PRESENTED IN THE TWO SURVEYS. QUESTIONS IN THE FIRST SURVEY ARE IDENTIFIED BY S1, QUESTIONS IN THE SECOND SURVEY BY S2, AND

QUESTIONS IN BOTH SURVEYS BY S1&S2.

No Survey Question Text
1 S1 I prefer to deal with the systems aspects rather than the technical

details.
S2 I prefer to deal with the technical details the rather than systems

aspects.
2 S1&S2 When I encounter a problem I first try to find a quick answer without getting involved in the details.
3 S1&S2 When I encounter a problem I like to use multiple viewpoints to understand and analyze it.
4 S1&S2 I believe that the system character can only be seen when the system is together in the assembly of its parts and their interaction
5 S1&S2 I think I am good at personal project skill and personal organization skills.
6 S1 I prefer leading teams rather than concentrating on my technical

job.
S2 I prefer concentrating on my technical job rather than leading

teams.
7 S1&S2 I like to be bold and take risks.
8 S1 I prefer to ask questions of my colleagues or other students rather

than to search for the answers on my own.
S2 I prefer to search for the answers on my own rather than to ask

questions of my colleagues or other students.
9 S1&S2 I enjoy using models, mind maps, rich pictures, causal loop diagrams or graphs to understand problems.
10 S1&S2 I want to advance in both the managerial and technical engineering tracks when I work.
11 S1&S2 It is important to me to acquire knowledge in engineering fields other than my main field of study (e.g. Electrical/Mechanical/etc.

Engineering.).
12 S1&S2 It is important for me to learn from the differences between the expected and actual outcomes of action and change my action to improve

results.
13 S1 I like to understand the whole system structure including the

system entities, their relationships, the system hierarchy and
boundary.

S2 I do not like to understand the whole system structure including
the system entities, their relationships, the system hierarchy and
boundary.

14 S1&S2 It is important for me to identify the benefit derived from the combination of elements and actions of the system.
15 S1 When I work in a group project (assignment) I like to see how the

parts for which I am responsible function as a part of whole
project rather than to concentrate only on my tasks.

S2 When I work in a group project (assignment) I like to concentrate
only on my tasks rather than to see how the parts for which I am
responsible function as a part of whole project.

16 S1&S2 When I work in a group project (assignment) I value the contributions that the other students contribute to completing the whole task.
17 S1 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I always look

at the interconnections and mutual influences between the main
tasks and the peripheral task and how my part interacts with and
contributes to the whole task.

S2 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I never have
interest to look at the interconnections and mutual influences
between the main tasks and the peripheral task and how my part
interacts with and contributes to the whole task.

18 S1&S2 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I like to be proactive rather than just accept what has been decided by others.
19 S1&S2 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I work hard to maintain communication with others involved.
20 S1 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I prefer to test

the available alternative solutions and then recommend the best
choice rather than to let others choose the preferred alternative.

S2 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I prefer to let
others choose the preferred alternative rather than to test the
available alternative solutions and then recommend the best
choice.

21 S1&S2 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I think continuously about what can be improved rather than concentrating on my goal
alone.

22 S1&S2 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I enjoy reviewing the whole and giving feedback to my group.
23 S1 I see dealing with trade-off considerations (an exchange of one

thing in return for another) as part of my engineering role.
S2 I do not see dealing with trade-off considerations (an exchange of

one thing in return for another) as part of my engineering role.
24 S1&S2 I believe that I will enjoy finding out and analyzing the customer or market need for a system and ‘translating’ the needs into technical

specifications for products or systems.
25 S1 I am interested in the activities of others who contribute other

discipline of knowledge in system development projects.
S2 I am not interested in the activities of others who contribute other

discipline of knowledge in system development projects.
26 S1&S2 I am interested to know how the product or system I am working will function in practice.
27 S1 I am interested in knowing how the final product or system

produced by a project will be supported and maintained.
S2 I am not interested in knowing how the final product or system

produced by a project will be supported and maintained.
28 S1 I believe that I will enjoy participating in strategic planning that

decides future directions.
S2 I believe that I will not enjoy participating in strategic planning

that decides future directions.
29 S1&S2 If I need to make any change in a part or process for which I am responsible I will check the engineering and non-engineering consequences

of the change.
30 S1&S2 In my opinion an engineering design should take into account internal organizational and external political, economic and social

considerations in addition to technical considerations.

IV. RESULTS

A. First Study

1) Questionnaire Development
Frank’s work was developed to distinguish individual

engineers based on their characterization for approaching
systems engineering activities using systems thinking. It is
concerned with the internalization with the systems thinking in

a manner influenced by engineers’ beliefs and interests.
However, since Frank’s instrument was developed for use by
professional engineers with some work experience, it was
modified to suit undergraduate engineering students.
Furthermore, Frank’s instrument only covered parts of the
systems thinking aspects to be applied when engaging with an
engineering system (see Section II.A). Therefore, a new
instrument was developed by adding items to Frank’s original
instrument to address other systems thinking aspects.
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The reworked questionnaire uses a seven point Likert scale
for each item rather than Frank’s dichotomous scale. This
allows participants to reflect their true feelings between two
extremes. Seven response categories were provided: ‘very
untrue’ (1), ‘untrue’ (2), ‘somewhat untrue’ (3), ‘neutral’ (4),
‘somewhat true’ (5), ‘true’ (6) and ‘very true’ (7).
2) Sample Demographic

The first study comprised 186 undergraduate engineering
students enrolled in a systems engineering course in one of
four universities. Some were enrolled in each of systems-
centric and domain-centric programs, 76% were male, 24%
female, and average age was 25.5 years. The distribution of
participants was 26 (14%) from Australia, 50 (27%) from
Singapore, 52 (28%) from US and 58 (31%) from Indonesia.
46% of participants were part time students, 52% full time
students, and the rest (3%) did not give their status. Further,
22% work part time, 45% full time and the others were not
working.

3) Missing Data Analysis
Prior to data analysis, a missing data analysis was conducted

by examining the missing data pattern and implementing a
missing data remedy. A significant value indicates the data are
not MCAR [51]. Since no significant difference was found
(2 = 153.009, df = 144, sig = 0.286), the missing data can
classified as MCAR. Therefore, missing data remedies can be
applied.

Missing variable values were addressed by substituting with
the mean value of that variable based on all valid responses.
This resulted in replacing six missing values in a matrix 186 x
30 (= 5,400) data items. The total number of replaced missing
values was therefore 0.11% of the total dataset.
4) Basic Descriptive Statistics

Table II provides a descriptive statistical summary of the
questionnaire results. Overall, participants have valued system
thinking aspects in their experience as developing engineers by
showing a positive attitude when engaging with systems
thinking.

TABLE II
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE RESULTS OF BOTH SURVEYS

Study 1 Study 2

Item Min Max Mean
Standard
Deviation

Skewness Kurtosis Min Max Mean
Standard
Deviation

Skewness Kurtosis

1 1.00 7.00 4.710 1.392 -0.550 -0.286 1.00 7.00 3.420 1.369 0.419 0.087
2 1.00 7.00 4.038 1.609 -0.022 -1.020 1.00 7.00 4.049 1.6017 -0.117 -0.751
3 1.00 7.00 5.516 1.126 -1.006 1.353 1.00 7.00 5.377 1.1386 -0.961 1.230
4 1.00 7.00 4.929 1.399 -0.675 -0.104 1.00 7.00 4.636 1.2946 -0.347 -0.360
5 1.00 7.00 5.323 1.245 -0.821 0.818 2.00 7.00 4.932 1.2076 -0.145 -0.552
6 1.00 7.00 4.710 1.529 -0.381 -0.731 1.00 7.00 3.753 1.5278 0.089 -0.617
7 1.00 7.00 4.935 1.386 -0.425 -0.460 1.00 7.00 4.821 1.3784 -0.489 -0.162
8 1.00 7.00 4.222 1.542 -0.217 -0.664 1.00 7.00 3.482 1.4999 0.203 -0.703
9 1.00 7.00 4.892 1.459 -0.455 -0.500 2.00 7.00 4.784 1.3413 -0.281 -0.627

10 1.00 7.00 5.801 1.180 -1.303 2.340 1.00 7.00 5.494 1.3619 -0.952 0.970
11 2.00 7.00 5.371 1.166 -0.594 0.027 1.00 7.00 5.265 1.3462 -0.788 0.437
12 1.00 7.00 5.586 0.995 -0.723 1.381 2.00 7.00 5.438 1.0360 -0.457 -0.204
13 1.00 7.00 5.419 1.188 -0.763 0.673 1.00 7.00 4.827 1.3452 -0.357 -0.511
14 1.00 7.00 5.462 1.061 -0.985 2.338 2.00 7.00 5.173 1.0279 -0.423 0.134
15 1.00 7.00 5.559 1.139 -1.091 1.606 1.00 7.00 4.901 1.5162 -0.508 -0.656
16 1.00 7.00 5.892 1.024 -1.280 3.005 1.00 7.00 5.500 1.2729 -1.009 1.192
17 2.00 7.00 5.516 1.056 -0.849 1.000 1.00 7.00 5.044 1.5883 -0.747 -0.198
18 2.00 7.00 5.538 1.106 -0.726 0.560 1.00 7.00 5.112 1.3100 -0.727 0.085
19 2.00 7.00 5.710 0.987 -1.024 1.970 1.00 7.00 5.494 1.1706 -0.955 1.047
20 1.00 7.00 5.242 1.190 -0.499 0.036 1.00 7.00 4.143 1.4608 0.049 -0.434
21 3.00 7.00 5.392 1.071 -0.250 -0.571 1.00 7.00 5.298 1.1698 -0.791 0.631
22 2.00 7.00 5.360 1.160 -0.528 0.003 1.00 7.00 5.225 1.2220 -1.038 1.233
23 2.00 7.00 5.366 1.103 -0.643 0.198 1.00 7.00 4.400 1.4063 0.039 -0.530
24 1.00 7.00 5.188 1.205 -0.500 0.362 1.00 7.00 5.075 1.2889 -0.596 0.198
25 1.00 7.00 5.492 1.144 -0.855 0.669 1.00 7.00 4.981 1.3765 -0.584 0.092
26 1.00 7.00 5.892 1.008 -1.350 3.361 2.00 7.00 5.869 1.0069 -1.053 1.504
27 1.00 7.00 5.634 1.108 -1.284 2.799 1.00 7.00 5.381 1.4310 -1.043 0.690
28 1.00 7.00 5.656 1.125 -.925 1.669 1.00 7.00 4.981 1.5455 -0.496 -0.492
29 2.00 7.00 5.452 1.110 -0.488 -0.375 2.00 7.00 5.313 1.0897 -0.508 -0.343
30 1.00 7.00 5.634 1.118 -0.671 0.458 1.00 7.00 5.540 1.2373 -1.460 3.043

Mean Score (n=186) 5.532 1.198 -0.729 0.731 Mean Score (n=163) 4.924 1.3190 -0.534 0.181

5) Reliability and Validity
The Cronbach‘s alpha obtained in this study is 0.907 which

indicates excellent internal consistency [52], showing high
interrelatedness of the questionnaire items.

The content validity of this questionnaire is supported by
the items being based on finding from the literature review of
issues related to students’ affective learning of systems
thinking in systems engineering, including Frank’s interest

inventory for assessing CEST [46]. The discussion of EFA,
below, addresses the matter of construct validity.
6) Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Prior to commencing Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
the suitability of data of 30 items of the scale for factor
analysis was assessed by examining the correlation matrix.
Inspection of the inter-item correlation matrix revealed that
320 of 435 correlations or 73% are significant at the 0.01
level. Furthermore, 173 of 435 correlations or 40% present a
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coefficient of greater than 0.3. This provides an adequate basis
for proceeding to the next process.

Some inter-item correlations have negative values, which is
potentially incorrect because all items are positive attitude
items and, therefore, all inter-item correlations should be
positive. It was decided to exclude three items (items 2, 4, and
8) which have negative inter-item correlation and would
increase the alpha coefficient by their removal, before finding
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy and
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity.

Initial analysis of PCA factor extraction was performed to
obtain eigenvalues for each component. Following accepted
practice [53] items with cross-loadings >0.4 were excluded
one at time and the factor analysis repeated with the goal of
achieving a simple structure with each item loaded to a single
factor at >0.4. Five components emerge from the Kaiser
criterion, each with an eigenvalue exceeding 1. An inspection
of the Catel’s scree plot, revealed the inflexions that justify
retaining five components. To aid the interpretation of these
five components, orthogonal (Varimax) rotation was
performed to it load a smaller number of variables onto each
factor resulting in easier interpretation of the factors [54]. The
rotated solution showed a simple structure, with five
components showing a strong loadings and all variables
loading substantially to one component.

Table III shows the simple structure achieved after the
exclusion of five items that either loaded onto no factor, or
cross-loaded at >0.4 and were considered factorially impure
[55]. Most items have loadings rated as at least ‘good’ [55].
Items, 3, 12, 25, 29 had low loading factors (<0.50), which is
considered not significant, thus indicating a convergence
validity issue [50]. Those items do not correlate strongly
within their factor. Two of them, 12 and 25, also had cross-
loadings which differ by less than 0.2 [56] which indicate
discriminant validity issues.

This process resulted in a simple structure questionnaire,
with 5 factors and 22 items (M1). Factor 1 has nine items,
factor 2 has four items, and factors 3, 4 and 5 have three items
each. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were calculated for the
five subscale. The coefficient alphas for the five subscales
were 0.858, 0.773, 0.725, 0.716 and 0.640 for Factors 1 to 5
respectively. Although, the alpha coefficient of Factor 5 is a
little weak, all were well within the acceptable range [50].

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR STUDY 1
LEADING TO MODEL 1 AND INTERPRETATION OF THE FIVE COMPONENTS

QUESTION NUMBERS ARE AS DEFINED IN TABLE I

Question
Rotated Factor Loadings Interpretation

1 2 3 4 5
28 0.660 0.161 0.253 0.147 0.337 Inclination towards

taking holistic view
and interest in the
activities of
specialists in other
areas

24 0.653 0.327 -0.018 0.002 0.348
27 0.648 0.174 0.125 0.272 0.029
11 0.645 0.175 0.087 -0.068 -0.035
23 0.641 -0.113 0.098 0.300 0.124
29 0.488 0.345 0.331 0.176 0.204
3 0.423 0.206 0.343 0.214 0.232

25 0.419 0.330 0.350 0.266 0.234
12 0.405 0.281 0.348 0.388 0.059
20 0.177 0.715 0.227 -0.056 0.017 Interest in ensuring

system coherence21 0.126 0.712 0.363 0.153 0.100
18 0.112 0.644 0.014 0.365 0.216
22 0.319 0.618 0.150 0.260 0.066
9 0.048 0.087 0.775 0.027 0.126 Interest in and

enjoyment of using
system modeling
methods

14 0.212 0.238 0.665 0.275 0.053

13
0.301 0.339 0.653 0.180 0.044

16 0.214 -0.009 0.312 0.801 0.015 Perception of
interconnectedness
of work tasks done
in a team

19 0.057 0.361 -0.024 0.688 0.177

17
0.311 0.241 0.291 0.521 0.150

6 0.203 0.148 -0.129 0.175 0.735 Inclination to
teamwork and
organization

1 0.154 -0.004 0.168 -0.090 0.731
5 0.030 0.120 0.225 0.208 0.698

Eigenvalue 7.960 1.585 1.247 1.166 1.113
% variance 36.184 7.206 5.667 5.300 5.059
Alpha
coefficient

0.858 0.773 0.725 0.716 0.640

B. Second Study

1) Questionnaire Development
In the second study, we reversed the wording, and scoring,

technique for some items in the questionnaire. The aim was to
prevent ‘response sets’ and to encourage careful reading of
items. A ‘response set’ is the tendency for a participant to
respond to a series of items in a specific direction, regardless
of item content [40]. Response sets include ‘acquiescence’, a
tendency to say ‘yes’, ‘true’ or ‘agree’ rather than ‘no’,
‘untrue’ or ‘disagree’ on a series of items. Another response
set is the ‘socially desirable response set’, the tendency to
provide socially desirable answers.

Both types of response sets are likely if the questionnaire
wording is grammatically positive throughout. Participants
may consistently give similar answers for most questions, or
the students may acknowledge that ‘systems thinking’ is
‘important’, but with lack of understanding. The items with
reversed wording are marked with ‘S2’ in Table I. All other
items remain the same as in study one. The score of items with
reverse wording is reversed before analysis.
2) Sample Demographic

In the second study there were 163 enrolled in a systems
engineering course in the same four universities. 88% were
male and 12% female, with an average age of 26.95 years. The
distribution of participants was 91 (56%) from Australia, 59
(36%) from Singapore and 13 (8%) from the US. 42% were
part-time and the rest full-time students. 20% of participants
work part-time, 40% full-time and the remainder were not
working.
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3) Missing Data Analysis
Again we performed a missing data analysis and missing

data remedy process as we did in the first study. No significant
difference was found in this study (2 = 45.431, df = 39,
sig = 0.222. Therefore, the missing data is classified as MCAR
and missing data remedies were applied. Again, mean
substitution was used to generate replacement values for the
missing data [50]. This resulted in a total of 51 replaced
missing values in a matrix 163 x 30 (= 4,890) data items. The
total number of replaced missing values was therefore 1.04%
of the full dataset.
4) Reliability and Validity

The Cronbach’s alpha obtained in this study was 0.837. This
indicates very good internal consistency [52]. This coefficient
was slightly lower than in the first study (0.907). This was
potentially caused by the reverse wording technique applied to
some items. It is believed that the reliability reduction results
from a reduction in response sets and that the benefit of
reducing response set effects more than offsets the lower,
apparent, reliability [40]. Construct validity, which indicates
the extent to which the tool measures a theoretical construct, is
examined through the EFA processes as for the first study.
5) Basic Descriptive Statistics

Table II summarizes the descriptive statistics for the 163
respondents’ scores on the thirty items of questionnaire. As in
the first study, participants have valued aspects of systems
thinking while engineers in education by showing a positive
attitude when engaging with systems thinking.
6) Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Similarly as in the first study the suitability of the data for
factor analysis was assessed by examining the correlation
matrix. Inspection of the inter-item correlation matrix revealed
that 167 of 435 correlations, 38%, are significant at the 0.01
level. Furthermore, 86 of 435 correlations or 19.77% present a
coefficient of greater than 0.3. This provides an adequate basis
for proceeding to the next process.

Several inter-item correlations (questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
9, 14 and 20) have negative values, which is potentially
incorrect because, after reversing the scores of items with
reversed wording, all inter-item correlations should be
positive. The number of items with negative correlation is high
(30% of the total), and may have been caused by the wording
reversal confusing respondents, although only three of these
items had reversed wording. Thus, we decided to exclude
items with negative correlation before performing the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity.

Four components emerge from the analysis using the Kaiser
criterion, which retained all the components with an
eigenvalue exceeding 1. However, the inspection of the Catel’s
scree plot revealed inflexions that would justify retaining only
three components. We chose to retain 3 components since
Table IV shows the simple structure that was achieved after
the exclusion of the two items (6 and 10) associated with the
fourth factor. To aid the interpretation of these three
components, orthogonal (Varimax) rotation was performed.

The eigenvalues and variance shown in Table IV satisfy
typical criteria for a meaningful and interpretable simple
structure. These criteria are a minimum of three items in each

factor; and that the majority of items in the structure have
loadings; >0.55 (good) [55]. All items in the structure have
loadings more than 0.5 which are rated highly (>0.7 excellent;
>0.63 very good; >0.55 good; >0.45 fair) [55]. All items also
had cross-loading which differ by more than 0.2. These are
evidence for both convergent and discriminant validity.

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR STUDY 2

LEADING TO MODEL 2 AND INTERPRETATION OF THE THREE COMPONENTS,
QUESTION NUMBERS ARE AS DEFINED IN TABLE I

Question
Rotated Factor Loadings Factor Interpretation

1 2 3
25 0.804 0.077 0.184 1 Preference or inclination

towards whole of system
perspectives

27 0.777 0.191 0.050 1
17 0.771 0.089 0.017 1
28 0.749 0.097 0.052 1
15 0.723 0.019 0.131 1
13 0.697 0.102 0.026 1
29 0.084 0.839 0.108 2 Interest in the intended

purpose or application of
the whole system under
consideration or
development.

30 -0.007 0.697 0.194 2
24 0.201 0.664 0.201 2
26 0.318 0.660 0.190 2
12 0.032 0.605 0.348 2
21 0.059 0.200 0.705 3 Inclination towards and

participation in seeking a
coherent, whole, system
solution.

11 0.085 0.043 0.654 3
18 0.024 0.147 0.607 3
16 0.202 0.312 0.560 3
22 0.052 0.322 0.559 3

Eigenvalue 4.951 2.533 1.122
% variance 30.954 15.833 7.015

Alpha
coefficient

0.857 0.789 0.673

The EFA process in the second study resulted in a simple
structure comprising 16 items distributed to three factors (M2).
Factor 1 has six items, and factors 2 and 3 have five each.
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were calculated for the three
subscales. The coefficient alphas for the three subscales were
0.857 for Factor 1, 0.789 for Factor 2, and 0.673 for Factor 3.
Again, the alpha coefficient of Factor 3 is a little weak, but all
these values are acceptable for an exploratory study [50].

C. Confirmatory Study

In brief, by comparing convergent validity and discriminant
validity of both structures we conclude that the second version
with reverse wording with the second structure (M2) is better
in identifying the factors underlying the questionnaire. This
conclusion can be evaluated by a confirmatory analysis, done
either by splitting the original data set or using a separate
sample [50].

To confirm that M2, resulting from the second study is a
better fit than M1, from the first study, and thus, the
superiority of the second, reverse worded, version of the
questionnaire, both structures were tested using their original
data set in a CFA using SEM. The better model fit, with better
convergent and discriminant validity is considered the more
suitable questionnaire.

Although the first questionnaire used positive wording only
and the second mixed positive and negative wording it was
hypothesized that both used the same underlying constructs.
Therefore, the two data sets were tested in the other derived
construct, with appropriate inversion of responses to the
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reversed questions. The goal was to determine which construct
provided the best fit for both questionnaires.

The model validation procedure was completed by
comparing the preferred, better-fitting, first-order model with
its single-factor higher-order model. Results are shown in
Table V.

Fit indices, including absolute, incremental and
parsimonious fit measures were used in this analysis. Absolute

fit measures, likelihood ratio chi-square (2) statistic, the
goodness-of-fit statistic (GFI) and the root mean square error
approximation (RMSEA) were used to determine the degree to

which the model predicts the observed covariance and
correlation matrix [50]. Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) and
comparative fit index (CFI), the incremental fit measures, were
used to compare the proposed model to a baseline model,
usually called the null model [50]. A null model in which all
variables are uncorrelated is the most common baseline model
[57]. Further, parsimonious fit, adjusted goodness-of-fit index
(AGFI) and the normed chi-square measures relate the
goodness-of-fit of the model to the number of estimated
coefficients required to achieve the level of fit [50].

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF FIT INDICES OF CFA

Model χ2 df p GFI RMSEA TLI CFI AGFI χ2/df

M1: 5 Factors, 22 questions, Study 1 dataset 312.597 199 0 0.871 0.056 0.912 0.924 0.836 1.571

M2: 3 Factors, 16 questions, Study 2 dataset 142.914 101 0.004 0.904 0.051 0.937 0.947 0.871 1.415

M1: 5 Factors, 22 questions, Study 2 dataset 662.233 199 0 0.640 0.120 0.461 0.540 0.543 3.328

M2: 3 Factors, 16 questions, Study 1 dataset 248.454 101 0 0.858 0.089 0.856 0.879 0.808 2.460

M3: Higher order, 3 Factors, 16 questions, Study 2 dataset 145.488 103 0.004 0.903 0.050 0.938 0.947 0.871 1.413

1) Comparison of Both Structures with Original Datasets
When comparing the model fit of M1 and M2 to its original

data, Table V, we conclude that second model (M2) had a
better fit index with the second questionnaire version because:
1. M2 had a lower chi-square value, although the non-

significant level was not achieved (0.005). The chi-square
statistic is sensitive in different ways to both small and
large sample sizes. Thus other measures of fit should also
be used [50].

2. M2 had the higher goodness-of-fit (GFI: 0.904). Although
no absolute threshold levels for acceptability have been
established, higher values indicate better fit [50].

3. M2 had the lowest root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA: 0.051). It is recommended that
RMSEA less than 0.05 is considered indicative of close fit
[58, 59].

4. M2 had the higher Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI: 0.937) and
comparative fit index (CFI: 0.947), both of which are more
than 0.9 [50, 59] and closer to 0.95 [57]

5. M2 had the higher adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI:
0.871) close to the recommended level, 0.90 [50].

6. M2 had the lowest normed chi-square (2/df: 1.415), which
is less than 2 [59], where a large value of chi-square
relative to degree of freedom signifies that the observed
and estimated matrices differ considerably [50]. Combined
with AGFI, this result allows conditional support to be
given for the model parsimony [50].

Measures to establish discriminant validity and reliability
convergence in CFA were calculated. These include
Composite Reliability (CR), Average Variance Extracted
(AVE), Maximum Shared Variance (MSV), Average Shared
Variance (ASV) and correlations between factors in each
construct [49]. These measures are provided in Table VI and
Table VII. Both constructs have convergent and discriminant
validity issues. However, the second model (M2) had better

reliability and validity compared to M1, because:
1. CR, an indicator for reliability should be greater than 0.7.

Both constructs have a factor with CR less than 0.7.
However, Factor 3 of M2 was close to the threshold, thus it
was not seen as a major issue.

2. EVA and CR are indicators for convergent validity.
Convergent validity is demonstrated when EVA values are
greater than 0.50 and CR exceeds EVA. 33.33% of factors
in M2 have EVA values above the recommended
threshold, which is higher than the 20% of factors in M1
with EVA values greater than 0.50. All CR values of both
constructs are greater than EVA.

3. MSV and ASV, indicators of discriminant validity, should
be less than AVE. 33.33% and 66.67% of factors in M2
have MSV and ASV greater than AVE. No factor in M1
has MSV less than AVE, and only 20% have ASV less
than AVE.

4. Correlation coefficients, other indicator of discriminant
validity, as very high correlations would suggest that
factors in each constructs are measuring the same things.
About 50% of correlation coefficients of M1 higher than
0.500, meanwhile 33% of correlation coefficients of M2
higher than 0.500.

TABLE VI
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY CFA MODEL 1 AND MODEL 2

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
M1 CR 0.860 0.780 0.760 0.719 0.641
M1 AVE 0.411 0.475 0.524 0.464 0.375
M1 MSV 0.5929 0.5476 0.5625 0.5929 0.4225
M1 ASV 0.5314 0.4360 0.6225 0.6575 0.4925
M2 CR 0.859 0.795 0.681
M2 AVE 0.506 0.439 0.304
M2 MSV 0.1444 0.5621 0.5621
M2 ASV 0.13 0.3534 0.3390
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TABLE VII
CORRELATION BETWEEN FACTORS MODEL 1 AND MODEL 2

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
Factor 1 1 0.615 0.580 0.596 0.468
Factor 2 1 0.534 0.532 0.331
Factor 3 1 0.488 0.264
Factor 4 1 0.333
Factor 5 1
Factor 1 1 0.308 0.225
Factor 2 1 0.557
Factor 3 1

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Based on the convergent and discriminant validity
examination in the previous EFA, confirmed by fit indices for
convergent and discriminant validity testing in the CFA, we
conclude that the evidence for the construct validity of M2 is
greater than for M1. Therefore, the second instrument is more
appropriate to measure students’ effective engagement with
the systems thinking concepts and application in engineering.
2) Comparison of Both Structures with Crossed Datasets

When comparing the fit of M1 to the second study data and
M2 to the first study data, Table V, it is clear that M2 had
better fit indices to the first study data because:
1. M2 two had the lower chi-square values, although the non-

significant level was not achieved (0.005).
2. M2 had the higher goodness-of-fit (GFI: 0.858).
3. M2 had the lower root mean square error of approximation

(RMSEA: 0.089).
4. M2 had the higher Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI: 0.856) and

comparative fit index (CFI: 0.879).
5. M2 had the highest adjusted goodness-of-fit index value

(AGFI: 0.808).

6. M2 had the lowest normed chi-square (2/df: 2.460)
The conclusion is that three factor construct that emerged

from study two is better than five factor construct that emerged
that from study one, regardless of whether the reversed
questions were used.
3) Comparison: Chosen Model (M2) and Higher-order Model

Only the first-order factors were assumed to be correlated in
the factor analysis examined above. This model assumed that
although the factors correlated, they are separate constructs.
Therefore, an additional perspective on the factor analytic
structure can be gained with the introduction of a higher-order
model, knowns as the second-order factor model [50]. A
second-order factor model posits that the first-order factors
estimated are actually sub-dimensions of a broader and more
encompassing construct, which is the student’s affective
engagement with systems thinking.

The model validation technique we used was to compare the
preferred first-order model, M2, with a single higher-order
model, M3, the hierarchical model which is nested under the
three first-order factors [60]. If the fit of a higher-order model
is identical, or very similar, to the fit of the corresponding
first-order model, the acceptance of the higher-order model
has been justified [59-61].

Table V shows that M2 and M3 had nearly identical fit
which supports acceptance of the hierarchical model. This
result supports that students’ systems thinking in the affective
domain could be conceptualized along three more specific

dimensions, which are part of a higher-order or general
dimension. The conceptualization of these constructs is
provided in Figure 1.

FIGURE I
MODEL 3 REPRESENTING A SINGLE HIGHER-ORDER FACTOR AND THREE

FIRST-ORDER FACTORS

D. Face Validity of the Question Wording Reversal

The difference between the two studies was that in the
second some questions were reversed in form. The question
arises as to whether the changes in the form of the question
may have resulted in the question not being a true inverse of
the positive form, therefore resulting in contributing to a
different factorization. We review the reversed questions in
Table I in Table VII.

The reversal of six questions in study two resulted in five
cases where the change of a verb results in a non-inverse
connotation arising because of the shift from a positive form
with a gentle agreement connotation to a negative form which
appears absolute. The consequence is that the attempted
reversal has resulted in some change of meaning of the
original question which makes it inappropriate to directly
substitute an inverted reading of the score. In addition, these
six question are all aggregated to identify one factor, Table IV.

E. Interpretation of the Factors Identified

The acceptance of M3 (which is based on M2) supports that
students’ systems thinking in the affective domain could be
conceptualized along three dimensions:

1. Preference or inclination towards whole of system
perspectives;

2. Interest in the intended purpose or application of the
system under consideration or development; and

3. Inclination towards and participation in seeking a
coherent, whole, system solution.

These three dimensions, while different, are quite similar
and can be represented as the natural structure of systems
thinking literature as being theoretical, methodological and
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practical. They reflect a construct similar to Kline’s
organisation of an academic discipline [62] and Checkland’s
summary of research elements [63]. These three factors can
also be interpreted in the systems engineering context as: an
individual’s inclination towards systems thinking as a way
of thinking about the world; an owner or user community
focus in relation to performing systems engineering work;
and interest in and willingness to work towards a coherent
whole deliverable. Thus, this construct also distinguishes
three foci of systems engineering and measures the interest
or inclination of the student towards each of those foci that
are therefore suitable to measure students’ systems in
systems engineering education.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper reports and discusses The psychometric
properties of two variant questionnaires were reported, one
using only questions constructed using positive grammar
constructions and the other using a mix of positive and
negative constructions. Each variant was applied to a different
sample. The first sample of 186 participants completed the
positive version of the questionnaire, and the second sample of
163 completed the mixed version.

The EFA was used to explore the factors underlying each
questionnaire. Whereas, CFA plays a role to confirm the best
version of the questionnaire in order to justify one version of
the instrument as better for further use. CFA also confirms the
factors which fit the underlying intentions in both version of
the questionnaire, and whether it has reversed wording or not.
This provides the best representative construct of both versions
of the questionnaire for further analysis.

The outcome is a three-factor, 16-item, multidimensional
scale with some items having reversal wording which emerged
from the second survey has constructs with better fit indices
and construct validity compared to a five-factor, 22-item,
multidimensional questionnaire used in the first survey which
did not involve any items with reversal wording. This suggests
that the 16-item, multidimensional scale with some items
having reversal wording is the most suitable scale to measure
students’ affective engagement with systems thinking and
supports the view that the scale may be useful for further use.
This instrument can be used further to investigate students’
affective engagement with systems thinking investigation over
a longer period of time, such as the entire extent of a degree
program. This instrument also can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of an systems engineering course in developing
students’ affective engagement with systems thinking during
the course.

TABLE VII
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONS IN SURVEY 1 WHICH WERE REVERSED IN FORM IN SURVEY 2 AND FORM PART OF THE 16 QUESTION CONSTRUCT

No Question Text Remarks
13 I like to understand the whole system structure

including the system entities, their relationships, the
system hierarchy and boundary.

I do not like to understand the whole system structure
including the system entities, their relationships, the
system hierarchy and boundary.

The verb “like” c.f. “not like” has a non-
inverse connotation.

15 When I work in a group project (assignment) I like
to see how the parts for which I am responsible
function as a part of whole project rather than to
concentrate only on my tasks.

When I work in a group project (assignment) I like to
concentrate only on my tasks rather than to see how
the parts for which I am responsible function as a part
of whole project.

Reversal appears neutral.

17 When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I
always look at the interconnections and mutual
influences between the main tasks and the
peripheral task and how my part interacts with and
contributes to the whole task.

When I contribute to a group project (assignment) I
never have interest to look at the interconnections and
mutual influences between the main tasks and the
peripheral task and how my part interacts with and
contributes to the whole task.

The use of extrema “always” and
“never” results in these not being
inverses.

25 I am interested in the activities of others who
contribute other discipline of knowledge in system
development projects.

I am not interested in the activities of others who
contribute other discipline of knowledge in system
development projects.

The verb “interested” c.f. “not
interested” has a non-inverse
connotation.

27 I am interested in knowing how the final product or
system produced by a project will be supported and
maintained.

I am not interested in knowing how the final product
or system produced by a project will be supported
and maintained.

The verb “interested” c.f. “not
interested” has a non-inverse
connotation.

28 I believe that I will enjoy participating in strategic
planning that decides future directions.

I believe that I will not enjoy participating in strategic
planning that decides future directions.

The verb “enjoy” c.f. “not enjoy” has a
non-inverse connotation.

There are two schools of thought about the reverse wording
technique. One school of thought does not recommended using
mixed positive and negative statements because it can reduce
the reliability and validity of instruments [40]. Another school
of thought recommended the use of mixed positive and
negative items in a questionnaire because it can significantly
reduce the ‘response set’. This study shows that the
questionnaire with reverse wording shows better evidence of
validity. This study also provides evidence that this practice
contributed to a reduction in ‘response set’ and that the benefit
from reducing response set is greater than the ‘cost’ of lower
reliability [40]. This result supports the finding of superiority
of reverse wording with the mixed positive and negative
statements in the questionnaire and test construction literature.

The results also indicate that the three-factor, 16-item
construct is a better representative of both versions of the
questionnaire, whether the questionnaire has only positive
questions or a mix of positive and negative questions. These
results support the conceptualisation of affective engagement
of systems thinking construct along three dimensions:
preference or inclination towards whole of systems
perspectives; interest in the intended purpose or application of
the whole system under consideration or development;
inclination towards participation in seeking a coherent, whole,
system solutions. These three dimensions suggests that the
three-factor, 16-item construct can be used for further
investigation of students’ affective engagement development
with theoretical, methodological and practical dimensions of
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systems thinking during the systems engineering course or the
entire extent of an systems engineering degree program.

However, because this questionnaire is newly developed, it
is also recommended that researchers continue to test the
psychometric properties in a bigger sample size than the
sample size used in these studies. Researchers could also use a
random selection technique, which was not used in this study
because of the lack of participating institutions which offer
systems engineering. Such research could also include test and
re-test reliability, another psychometric property for the
questionnaire which is not covered in this study. Further
validities studies, such as examining concurrent validity, can
be established through a comparison with some criterion
external to the test, for example, students’ performance in
systems thinking.
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